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WITHit are one of the largest book light manufacturers in the 
world. Based in Las Vegas (United States of America) WITHit
have designed  a full assortment of functional and 
fashionable book lights, Magnifying options and child 
friendly solutions to encourage our “young learners” to 
engage with reading. Also available (subject to region) a full 
range of Disney, Star Wars and Frozen licensed reading 
accessories.

We have rationalized the range to best selling parts –
however, other designs are available on an exclusive 
(subject to MOQ) basis for our retail and distribution 
partners.



DISC READING LIGHT
BY WITHIT

Whether you’re looking to relax in bed or 
snuggle on the couch in front of a fire, reading 
in dimly lit areas is much easier thanks to the 
WITHit disc-shaped reading light. This book 
light is an exceptional and affordable choice 
for students, businesses, or anyone who 
enjoys reading paperback or hardback 
books. This disc book reading light is flexible 
and can be manipulated in multiple directions 
for ease of use and full-page illumination. It is 
available in several colors and style patterns 
and will secure easily to e-books, Kindles, 
and books thanks to an easy-to-attach clip. 
Powered by CR2032 lithium coin cell 
batteries, with two included in the packaging. 





QUAD 4LED 
READING LIGHT
BY WITHIT

This flexible four LED reading light is perfect for 
reading in the dark without disturbing others or 
to take with you while traveling. Clip is extremely 
lightweight and clips on lightly but securely to 
most surfaces like eReader/Tablet covers, 
books, magazines or to your device itself. Its 
flexible gooseneck provides a stable reading 
environment and directs the LED spotlight 
anywhere it is needed and when you are 
through, just tap off the light. With its compact 
and portable design, it is perfect for daily use. 
Light is battery powered and requires 3 AAA 
batteries (included).



We design and make products that 
celebrate the everyday and connect with 
your inner bon vivant.
Our motto is “LIVE VIVID!”
French Bull expresses the vividist in all of us 
and turns things up a notch.
It looks like rock ‘n’ roll sounds.
We draw outside the lines with a pop of art 
and fashion.
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most surfaces like eReader/Tablet covers, 
books, magazines or to your device itself. Its 
flexible gooseneck provides a stable reading 
environment and directs the LED spotlight 
anywhere it is needed and when you are 
through, just tap off the light. With its compact 
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LED BOOK AND READING LIGHT
BY FRENCH BULL

Spending time in bed at night with a book has become much easier thanks to the powerful, yet lightweight French Bull LED 
Book Light by WITHit. This stylish book reading light will fasten to books, e-book devices, and Kindles thanks to an easy-
to-attach clip. It is engineered with a flexible neck that can be placed at multiple angles to provide the perfect amount of 
light to fully illuminate the screen or content you’re reading. LED light is exceptionally brilliant and much more energy 
efficient, and it produces reduced glare. This makes it much easier to read for extended periods of time and places less 
strain on the eyes. The French Bull LED Book light by WITHit has a rectangular shape and is a very cost-effective book 
light. Powered by CR2032 lithium coin cell batteries (2 are included in the packaging)



RECHARGEABLE CHILDRENS READING LIGHT
BY FRENCH BULL

The Rechargeable LED Reading Light by French Bull is the perfect portable LED reading light that fits e-
readers and books. This LED book light was designed to reduce light glare with a specially designed neck. 
LED reading lights powered by an integrated USB plug and rechargeable battery (included).



LED BOOK AND READING LIGHT
BY FRENCH BULL

Spending time in bed at night with a book has become much easier thanks to the powerful, 
yet lightweight French Bull LED Book Light by WITHit. This stylish book reading light will 
fasten to books, e-book devices, and Kindles thanks to an easy-to-attach clip. It is engineered 
with a flexible neck that can be placed at multiple angles to provide the perfect amount of 
light to fully illuminate the screen or content you’re reading. LED light is exceptionally brilliant 
and much more energy efficient, and it produces reduced glare. This makes it much easier to 
read for extended periods of time and places less strain on the eyes. The French Bull LED 
Book light by WITHit has a rectangular shape and is a very cost-effective book light. Powered 
by CR2032 lithium coin cell batteries (2 are included in the packaging)



SILICON PAPER CLIP
BY FRENCH BULL
Read in style with this uniquely designed and colorful French 
Bull bookmark. Bookmark easily secures to books, magazines, 
journals, notebooks and others. Bookmark is made from 
premium grade silicone with a 3D-etched French Bull design.



The Lighted Dome Magnifier from WITHit features 
high quality aluminum housing with 5X magnification 
and 3 bright LEDs to illuminate the viewing 
area. This magnifier is ideal for examining small 
details in books, newspapers and magazines. The 
Dome Lighted Magnifier is powered by 2 CR2016 
coin cell batteries (included).

JUMBO LIGHTED MAGNIFIER
BY WITHit

The Pocket Lighted Magnifier from WITHit features 3X 
magnification and a bright LED to illuminate the viewing 
area. This magnifier slides open to activate the light and is 
ideal for examining small details in books, newspapers and 
magazines. The Pocket Lighted Magnifier is powered by 2 
CR1120 coin cell batteries (included).

POCKET LIGHTED MAGNIFIER
BY WITHit

The Pocket Lighted Magnifier from WITHit features 3X 
magnification and a bright LED to illuminate the viewing 
area. This magnifier slides open to activate the light and is 
ideal for examining small details in books, newspapers and 
magazines. The Pocket Lighted Magnifier is powered by 2 
CR1120 coin cell batteries (included).

DOME LIGHTED MAGNIFIER
BY WITHit



MARK MY TIME
BY WITHIT

Winner of Creative Child Top Choice of the Year, National Parenting Center Seal of Approval and Mom’s 
Choice Gold Award

Read anytime and anywhere…even in the dark with this cool new digital booklight. The new mark-my-
time digital booklight features a bright 3 LED light on an adjustable arm, an integrated clip to attach the 
bookmark to the pages of your favorite book.

Choose from our Camouflage assortment in camo blue, camo green and camo pink. All these features, 
plus the homework help timing functions of the original digital bookmark — a cumulative timer that 
records and stores up to 100 hours, a 60-second fluency timer, and a countdown session timer that 
alarms when you are finished and even turns off the light.


